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Collective Motion of Self-Propelled Particles: Kinetic Phase Transition in One Dimension
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We demonstrate that a system of self-propelled particles exhibits spontaneous symmetry breaking
and self-organization in one dimension, in contrast with previous analytical predictions. To explain
this surprising result we derive a new continuum theory that can account for the development of the
symmetry broken state and belongs to the same universality class as the discrete self-propelled particle
model. [S0031-9007(98)07911-3]
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The transport properties of systems consisting of se
propelled particles (SPP) have generated much attent
lately [1–6]. This interest has been largely motivated b
analogous processes taking place in numerous biologi
phenomena (e.g., bacterial migration on surfaces [7], floc
ing of birds, fish, quadrupeds [8], correlated motion of an
[9] and pedestrians [10]), as well as in various other sy
tems, including driven granular materials [11,12] and tra
fic models [13]. The models describing these phenome
are distinctively nonequilibrium, exhibiting kinetic phase
transitions and self-organization, and are of particul
interest from the point of view of modern statistica
mechanics [14].

In the simplest version of the SPP model [1]—
introduced to study collective biological motion—eac
particle’s velocity is set to a fixed magnitude,y0. The
interaction with the neighboring particles changes on
the direction of motion: the particles tend to align the
orientation to the local average velocity. Numerica
simulations in 2D provided evidence of a second ord
phase transition [15] between an ordered phase in wh
the mean velocity of the entire system,kyl, is nonzero and
a disordered phase withkyl  0, as the strength of the
noise is increased or the density of the particles decreas

This SPP model is similar to theXY model of classical
magnetic spins because the velocity of the particles, su
as the local spin of theXY model, has fixed length and
continuous rotational symmetry. In they0  0 and low
noise limit the model reducesexactly to a Monte Carlo
dynamics of theXY model. Since theXY model doesnot
exhibit a long-range ordered phase at temperaturesT . 0
[16], the ordered state observed in [1] is surprising. T
explain this discrepancy, Toner and Tu (TT) [3] propose
a continuum theory that included in a self-consistent wa
the nonequilibrium effects as well. They have shown th
their model is different from theXY model ford , 4 and
found an ordered phase ind  2 [17]. While TT provided
the first theoretical demonstration of the ordered phase
2D SPP models, the nonlinearity responsible for the lon
range order in their continuum model is absent ford  1.

Here we demonstrate that a kinetic phase transiti
and ordering takes place in 1D as well; i.e., the discre
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U ! 2U symmetry breaks spontaneously. This result
as surprising as breaking of the rotational symmetry
2D. This nonequilibrium phenomenon was not forese
by the existing analytical approaches, which motivat
us to introduce a new continuum theory describing t
SPP model in one dimension. Numerical investigatio
indicate that the continuum theory and the discrete S
model belong to the same universality class.

The 1D SPP model.—Let us considerN off-lattice
particles along a line of lengthL. The particles are
characterized by their coordinatexi and dimensionless
velocity ui updated as

xist 1 1d  xistd 1 y0uistd ,

uist 1 1d  Gssskustdliddd 1 ji .
(1)

The local average velocitykuli for the ith particle is
calculated over the particles located in the intervalfxi 2

D, xi 1 Dg, where we fixD  1 [18]. The antisymmetric
function G incorporates both the propulsion and frictio
forces which set the velocity in average to a prescrib
value y0: Gsud . u for 0 , u , 1 and Gsud , u for
u . 1 [19]. The distribution functionP of the noiseji

is uniform in the intervalf2hy2, hy2g.
Keepingy0 constantsy0  0.1d, the adjustable control

parameters of the model are the average density of
particles, r  NyL and the noise amplitudeh. We
implemented one of the simplest choices [20] forG,

Gsud 

Ω
su 1 1dy2 for u . 0 ,
su 2 1dy2 for u , 0 ,

(2)

and applied random initial and periodic bounda
conditions.

In Fig. 1 we show the time evolution of the model fo
h  2.0. In a short time the system reaches an order
state, characterized by a spontaneous broken symmetry
clustering of the particles. In contrast, for larger values
h a disordered velocity field can be found.

Scaling and exponents.—To capture quantitatively the
transition from an ordered to a disordered state, in Fig.
we plot the order parameterf ; kul vs h for variousr.
As in two dimensions [1,15], the ordered phase emerg
through a second order phase transition. Near the criti
© 1998 The American Physical Society 209
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FIG. 1. The dynamics of the 1D SPP model forL  300,
h  2.0, and N  600. The darker gray level represents
higher particle density. Note that the particles exhibit clusterin
and the spontaneous broken symmetry of motion.

noise amplitude,hcsr, Ld, which separates the ordere
from the disordered phase,f vanishes as

fsh, rd ,

(
s hcsr,Ld2h

hcsr,Ld db for h , hcsr, Ld ,
0 for h . hcsr, Ld ,

(3)

whose finding is supported by the increasing scalin
regime with the system sizeL (Fig. 2b) and by the
convergence ofhcsr, Ld to a nonzerohcsr, `d value for
increasing system sizes. We find thatb  0.60 6 0.05,
which is different from both the mean-field value1y2 [21]
andb  0.42 6 0.03 found ind  2 [15].

Figure 2a also shows that the variousfsh, rd curves
can be collapsed onto a single functionf0sxd, where
x  hyhcsrd, just like in d  2. As shown in [15], the
consequence of this fact is that near the critical density t
order parameter vanishes as

fsh, rd ,

(
s r2rcsh,Ld

rcsh,Ld db0

for r . rcsh, Ld ,
0 for r , rcsh, Ld ,

(4)

with b0  b. These results can be summarized in ther-h
phase diagram shown in Fig. 2c. We also find that t
critical line, hcsrd, follows

hcsrd , rk , (5)

with k  0.25 6 0.05.
While the above numerical results demonstrate the ex

tence of the phase transition in one dimension and prov
numerical values for the scaling exponentsb, b0, andk,
the origin of these values is unclear at this point. Orderi
at finite noise level in our 1D model qualitatively can b
interpreted by considering that due to thebiased motion
of the domains (groups of coherently moving particles),
effective long-range interaction is being built up during th
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development of the system. On the other hand, the em
gence of the ordered phase in 1D is not predicted either
the equilibrium theories or by the TT model. This is why
we introduce and investigate a set of continuum equatio
(which can be generalized to any dimension) in terms
Usx, td and% sx, td, whereU and% represent the coarse-
grained dimensionless velocity and density fields, respe
tively. Analogous approaches were fruitful in the study o
a similar SPP system, one-lane traffic flow [22].

Continuum theory.—Let us denote bynsu, x, td dudx
the number of particles moving with a velocity in the
range offy0u, y0su 1 dudg at time t in the fx, x 1 dxg
interval. The particle density% sx, td is then given as% R

n du, while the local dimensionless average velocit
Usx, td can be calculated as%U 

R
nu du. According

to the microscopic rules of the dynamics, in a given tim
interval ft, t 1 tg all particles choose a certain velocity
yyy0  fGskuld 1 jg and travel a distanceyt. Thus,
the time development of the ensemble average (deno
by the overline) ofn is governed by the master equation
nsu, x, t 1 td  % sx0, td psssu j Usx0, tdddd, wherex0  x 2

y0ut and psu j Ud denotes the conditional probability of
finding a particle with a velocityu when the local velocity
field U is given. From Eq. (1) we havepsu j Ud  Psssu 2

GskUldddd. Sincen is finite, the actual occupation numbers
in a given system differ fromn. This fact can be accounted
for by adding an intrinsic noise term to the master equatio
as

nsu, x, t 1 td  %sx0, tdpsssu j Usx0, tdddd 1 nsu, x0, td ,

(6)
where n has the following properties: (i)n  0;
(ii) because of the conservation of the particles

R
n du 

0; and (iii) since we have a random sampling process, t
actual values ofn satisfy Poisson statistics, i.e., the distri
bution function ofn depends on% , u, andU, asPsnd 
ln1l exps2ldyGsn 1 l 1 1d, where l  %psu j Ud.
Thus, we haven2  n.

Taking the Taylor expansion ofnsu, x 2 y0ut, td up to
the second order inx and integrating Eq. (6) according to
du, in they0t ø 1, s2 ;

R
Psudu2 du ¿ 1, % ¿ 1, and

y0ts2 , 1 limit we obtain

≠t%  2y0≠xs%Ud 1 D≠2
x% , (7)

where D  y
2
0ts2y2. Note that the appearance of the

diffusion term is a consequence of the nonvanishing corr
lation time t. Since

R
psu j Udu du  GskUld, integrat-

ing Eq. (6) according toudu, expandingkUl as kUl 
U 1 f≠2

xU 1 2s≠xUd s≠x%dy%gy6 [23], using (7), we ar-
rive at

≠tU  fsUd 1 m2≠2
xU 1 a

s≠xUd s≠x% d
%

1 z , (8)

where fsUd  fGsUd 2 Ugyt, m2  sdGydUdys6td,
a  2m2, and z  fnu duy%t. Note thatfsUd is an
antisymmetric function withfsUd . 0 for 0 , U , 1
andfsUd , 0 for U . 1, z  0, andz 2  s2y%t2.
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FIG. 2. (a) The order parameterf vs the noise amplitude normalized by the critical amplitudehcsrd, for L  1000 and various
values ofr. For h , ncsrd the system is in a symmetry broken state indicated byf . 0. (b) f vanishes as a power law in
the vicinity of hcsrd. Note the increasing scaling regime with increasingL. The solid line is a power-law fit with an exponen
b  0.6, while the dotted line shows the mean-field slopeb  1y2 as a comparison. (c) Phase diagram in ther-h plane.
The critical line followshcsrd , rk . The solid curve represents a fit withk  1y4. (d) The order parameter vs the standar
deviation of the noise normalized bysp  scsD  0d, obtained by direct numerical integration of the continuum model fora  2,
m  1, y0  0.1, r  1, L  1000, and various values ofD. For D ø 1 fssd follows a power law with an exponentb  0.6
(solid line).
s

At this point we consider Eqs. (7) and (8) with th

coefficientsm, a, s, y0, andD as the continuum theory
describing a large class of SPP models. These equati
differ from both the equilibrium field theories and the
nonequilibrium system investigated by TT [3]. The mai
differences are due to (i) the nonlinear coupling ter
s≠xUd s≠x%dy% , and (ii) the statistical properties of the
noisez . For a  0 the dynamics of the velocity fieldU
is independent of% , and Eq. (8) is equivalent to the time
dependent Ginsburg-LandauF4 model describing spin
chains, where domains of opposite magnetization deve
at finite temperatures [21].

To study the effect of the nonlinear term in (8), w
now investigate the development of the ordered phase
the deterministic casess  0d. For a  0 Eqs. (7) and
(8) have a set of (meta)stable stationary solutions%p and
Up describing a “domain wall” separating two region
with opposite velocities. Since we can freely transla
e
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these solutions, we assumeUps0d  0. Performing linear
stability analysis we next show that for certain finite value
of a the above stationary solutions are unstable.

Linear stability analysis.—We make use of the fact
that the dynamics of% is very slow compared to that of
U, i.e.,y0, D ø 1. We writeU in the form ofUsx, td 
U0sx, td 1 usx, td, where U0sx, td  Upsssx 2 jstdddd and
the position of the domain wall,jstd, is defined by
Usssjstd, tddd  0. Now in theu ø U0, ≠xu ø ≠xU0, and
j ø 1 limit in the moving framex0  x 2 jstd, Eq. (8)
reads as

≠tu
0  Ùja 1 s g 2 g`du0 1 m2≠2

xu0 1 ajh , (9)

where u0sx0d  usxd, h  a≠2
x ln %p, a  ≠xUp, and

gsx0d  sdfydUd sssUpsx0dddd 1 g` with g`  sdfydUd s1d.
FromUsssjstd, tddd  U0sssjstd, tddd  0 we getu0sx0  0, td 
0, which yields

2 Ùjas0d  m2≠2
xu0s0, td 1 ajh . (10)
211
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Now (9) and (10) describe the time development of th
velocity field in terms ofu0 andj.

Fourier transforming (9) and (10) we find that the
short wavelength fluctuationssk ! `d are stabilized by
the Laplacian term in (9). However, the growth rat
l of the long wavelength fluctuations, defined byj ,
expsltd, is positive fora . ac $ 0, whereac depends
on D, y0 and the functional form off. Thus for a .

ac the domain wall solutionUp is unstable: it moves
in a direction selected by the initial asymmetry of th
perturbation. Hence att ! ` the walls disappear and all
particles move in the same direction. It is also easy to s
that theU  61 solutions are absolute stable against sma
perturbations; thus it is plausible to assume that the syst
converges into those solutions even for finite noise. In th
case of a phase transition one expects that the walls beco
unstable. The result of the above analysis is consiste
with such an expectation; however, this kind of linea
stability analysis is not able to demonstrate directly th
existence of a continuous phase transition in the presen
of fluctuations.

To further confirm the relevance of the continuum theor
to the discrete model (1), we integrate numerically (7) an
(8). The results of the integration are in excellent agre
ment with the results obtained for the discrete model an
with the linear stability analysis and can be summarize
as follows: (i) For the noiseless casess  0d we find that
for a . ac there is an ordered phase, which disappea
for a , ac; (ii) the ordered phase is present for the nois
s . 0 as well; (iii) increasings leads to a second order
phase transition from the ordered to the disordered sta
Sinces plays the role ofh in (1), this transition is equiva-
lent with (3) observed in the discrete model; (iv) finally
we measured the order parameterf as a function ofs for
various values ofD. As Fig. 2d illustrates, for smallD,
Eq. (3) with b  0.6 provides an excellent fit to the nu-
merical results, indicating that the discrete model (1) an
the continuum theory (7) and (8)belong to the same uni-
versality class.

In conclusion, we showed that the SSP model exhibi
spontaneous symmetry breaking and ordering in one
mension, a result surprising in the light of the equilib
rium spin models. We introduced a new continuum theor
whose terms are explicitly derived from the ingredients o
the discrete model (in contrast with constructing it from
symmetry arguments). Linear stability analysis indicate
that an ordered phase can develop as the domain walls
come unstable.
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